Achieve SATs Success
Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling

Pupil Guide

What is Achieve SATs Success?
Achieve SATs Success will help you revise and practise for the Key Stage 2 national tests (SATs).
Achieve SATs Success features animated tutorials and practice quizzes covering all the topics that
you need to know to achieve the expected standard at the end of Key Stage 2.

Ready to start revising?
1. Log in to Achieve SATs Success
You can access Achieve SATs Success Grammar,
Punctuation and Spelling from any computer, tablet
or phone connected to the internet.
Your teacher will provide you with a URL for instant
access.
Alternatively, you can log in to Achieve SATs Success
at my.risingstars‐uk.com with your school centre ID
and your own login details (provided by your school)
If you are having any problems with the login
process, contact your school.

2. Start practising
Select a topic from the Menu section on the right
hand side of the screen.
There are 3 topics to choose from, each with a
number of sub‐topics.
To view a complete listing of the animated
tutorials and interactive quizzes, please see the
end of the guide.

3. Read the topic overview
The topic overview tells you what you need to know to achieve the expected standard
in the national tests for each topic.

4. Watch the animated tutorial
First watch the animated tutorial. This will show you how to answer the questions
correctly using the accepted methods.

5. Practise with the expected standard quiz
After watching the animated tutorial you can Take a quiz to practise what you have learnt. Each quiz
features 10 interactive practice questions. You will be given two chances to get the correct answer.
You can navigate between questions by clicking
on the question numbers at the bottom of the
screen. Once a question is complete, it will turn
green. After completing all 10 questions, click on
the clipboard icon to submit your results and
receive your star reward. Don’t close the quiz
window before submitting your answers or they
won’t be registered!

Practise with the expected standard quiz continued
The quizzes include different question types:
Fill the gap – type in a word, letter or
phrase, usually to complete a sentence.

Multiple choice – click on the circle
next to the correct answer.

Complete the table – click on the
circles in the correct column of the
table.

Practice with expected standard quiz continued
Highlight word – double click or drag your
mouse to highlight the correct answer. On an
iPad or tablet, hold your finger down to
highlight a single word and hold and drag to
highlight multiple words.

Line connect – click on the lozenge on the
left then click on the lozenge on the right it
should be matched to.

6. Practise with the higher score quiz
Some topics include the higher score quizzes, which
are harder than the expected standard quizzes. If you
get all the answers correct in the expected standard
quiz you will unlock these harder quizzes. A ‘Next
steps’ button will appear after you have submitted
your results on the expected standard quiz, and you
can launch the higher score quiz from here.
If you get these harder quizzes correct this indicates
you are working beyond the expected standard.

7. Collect star rewards
You will receive a bronze, silver or
gold star reward for each quiz
completed.
• A bronze star indicated that you
are below the expected standard.
• A silver star indicates that you are
working at the expected standard.
• A gold star indicates you are
working above the expected
standard.

8. Keep track of your achievements
The My Achievements area helps you to keep
track of your own revision. You can personalise
your My Achievements page by choosing your
own avatar!
You will be able to see every quiz you have
attempted and those you still need to do. It also
shows you how you have in each quiz (bronze,
silver or gold level).
If you want to retake a test you can click on it
from here. You can retake quizzes as many times
as you like. Your goal is to achieve gold star
rewards for every test.

9. Keep track of your Missions
Sometimes your teacher will assign quizzes to you.
You can see what quizzes your teacher would like
you to do in My Missions.
Your teacher will give you a date to complete the
quiz by.
These missions will help you to become confident
with national test‐style questions so you can
achieve your very best in the national tests.
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